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RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT IN FRANCE, HOW SUCCESSIVE
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Pare de la Croix Blanche, 1-7 rue Jean Monnet
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Since the start of the nuclear program in the early 70's, the acceptance of nuclear power by the
public is an evolving process which involves many different actors and more and more the
local one. The radioactive waste management field also suffered from this deterioration of
public opinion concerning nuclear power. Therefore, this text explain how ANDRA changed
its policy in this matter notably through its experience in the implementation of its high-level,
long-lived waste management program.

ANDRA was created in 1979 to manage waste generated by the nuclear power programme.

In 1984, ANDRA was asked to ensure the replacement of the Centre de la Manche, by
undertaking studies'for a new disposal facility with a capacity of 1 million m J . Discussions
with local elected representatives and the social fabric were a key element in the successful
implementation of the new disposal facility. It is important to recognise, however, that social
consensus about the site was not immediate: it required more than 400 public meetings and
the creation of a local information committee consisting of elected representatives,
associations and ANDRA.

In 1987, concurrently with the construction of the Centre de VAube, investigations started on
the implementation of underground laboratories as a preliminary step to the construction of a
repository for long-lived HLW. The approach used was very similar to that for surface
disposal sites. However, three years after scientific and technical work campaigns had been
launched on the pre-selected sites, all reconnaissance activities had to be stopped due to the
opposition of the public and elected representatives. The government finally decreed a
moratorium on the management of all long-lived HLW.

• 1 Moratorium

This apparent contradiction in public opinion may seem paradoxical. In fact, construction and
commissioning activities at the new LILW disposal facility were underway without incident
in the Aube departement, and even with the agreement of the populations concerned.
However, the initial site-selection work for the implementation of underground research
laboratories on HLW disposal was met with strong reactions from determined opponents or
even simply worried citizens, and also with a clear rebuttal by all elected representatives
concerned.

This paradox is only apparent, in fact, and many factors may explain it:

• Mistakes were made in the announcement of the sites where reconnaissance work
would be conducted. In particular, elected representatives were presented with a fait
accompli;

• Since the Chernobyl accident, in 1986, nuclear issues have become more sensitive, and
numerous questions are raised on the relevance of the French nuclear programme and
on the transparency of the bodies responsible for it;
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• ANDRA's position appeared somewhat ambiguous: as a division of the CHA.
ANDRA was promoting nuclear energy, but was also responsible {'or managing
radioactive waste with a real concern for excellence. That situation was not very clear
in the eyes of the local communities;

® Finally, the issue of radioactive waste management had not been widely debated so far
and was suddenly making the headlines without preliminary explanations.

None of these reasons can explain this paradox or this crisis on its own. but each of them
certainly constitutes a component.

in response to the violent reactions of the public, the government finally decided to impose a
moratorium suspending all fieldwork.

When he announced the moratorium, the Prime Minister said lie wished the National
Assembly to address the issue. 'The Parliamentary Commission on the Assessment of
Scientific and Technological Choices could effectively shed some new light on a debate
where scientific certainties were at odds with public concerns without any real dialogue
between the two parties.

After examining all opinions expressed during public hearings or visits throughout France and
abroad, the Parliamentary Commission concluded that the status quo was not acceptable, and
that we ought to have a more responsible solution to deal with the issues at stake. However, a
responsible attitude involves also changing methods, whether on content or form:

• On content, to open research to other venues than deep underground disposal:

• On form, to choose which decision-making process to implement with sufficient
involvement of the public and elected representatives.

For the objectives of the decisions to be clearly explained, the debate needed to take place
before Parliament. The National Assembly had to be able to discuss a specific draft law that.
on.ee adopted, would set the constitutional framework of ail future activities concerning
radioactive waste management and would establish the guarantees the public had a right to
claim.

From now on, "Responsibility, Transparency and Democracy" should be the motto for all
waste-disposal approaches and, more generally, the policy concerning the civil applications of
nuclear energy.

® Responsibility: We must dispose of our own waste directly at home in France and
discard the idea of any waste disposal abroad. Furthermore, we must resolve this issue
ourselves and not leave it up to the future generation - that of our children - to seek a
solution;

• Transparency: The 90s should put an end to the unjustified secrecy culture around
nuclear energy, when practically the whole French population benefits from it. We
need a transparent approach from now on:

• Democracy: An administrative method has prevailed until now. Without questioning
the researchers' and technicians' competence, todays public demands more
information and, more basically, wishes to participate in the decision-making process.
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• 2 Law of 30 December 1991: In search of political and social consensus

In December 1991, the Law concerning research on radioactive waste management modified
ANDRA's status into an Industrial and commercial State-owned establishment under the
triple supervision of the Ministers of Industry, Research and the Environment, thus showing
the legislator's commitment to create an autonomous and responsible agency.

The Law was adopted by Parliament with an outstanding majority: only 19 nays on 880 votes.
It brought a completely new outlook on the way to consider and address issues relating to the
civil applications of nuclear energy.

The Law was innovative in the sense that it introduced the notion of collective responsibility
in a field that had remained the exclusive realm of technicians until then and with which the
public and its elected representatives had often refused to get involved (NIMBY and NIMEY
syndromes). To ensure the proper assignment of responsibilities, the Law set out a series of
determining guarantees worthy of mention.

Moreover, the Law defined a threefold research programme:

• Research for solutions based on separation and transmutation of long-lived radioactive
elements present in the waste in order to reduce their toxicity;

• Study of the possibilities of reversible or irreversible disposal in deep geological
formations, notably through the construction of underground laboratories;

• Study of waste packaging and long-term surface storage processes.

At this stage, none of those research venues prevails over the two others, since all three are
not only pursued simultaneously and complementarily, but also funded equally.

An independent National Review Board consisting of French and foreign experts assesses all
three research venues. Pursuant to the Law, it also tables an annual report before Parliament
and makes it available to the public.

After a period of 15 years (i.e., 2006), Parliament will be empowered to decide whether to
build a disposal facility or not, based on the proposal made by the government and the report
prepared by the National Review Board.

According to the Law, it is prohibited to dispose of foreign waste on French soil.

The Law prescribes that discussions must take place with elected representatives and the
public concerned before any proposal for the implementation of an underground laboratory
may be made.

It requires that the creation of any underground laboratory be contingent upon an Order in
Council, following a public inquiry, an impact study and opinions of municipal, general and
regional councils concerned.

It prohibits any disposal or storage of radioactive waste in underground laboratories. Some
radioactive sources may only be authorised temporarily for experimental purposes.

Finally - and it is far from being the least guarantee provided - the Law institutes a local
information and follow-up committee on each underground laboratory's site. These
committees consist of government officials, elected representatives within Parliament and
from territorial communities; members of environmental groups and farm unions,
representatives from professional associations, as well as representatives from the site
personnel and the laboratory operator.
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They are chaired by the prefect and may refer matters to the National Review Board. They
may also set up public hearings or call for independent audits. Their creation and operation
tees are covered by ANDRA.

Those guarantees till ensure an open process: no decision involving the management oi'lone-
iived HLW may be taken before a scientific assessment is submitted at the end of a long
research period which remains under a permanent democratic control.

* 3 Mediation mission: An open approach for a concerted decision

After the national debate, how can one return in the field and seek implementation sites for
underground research laboratories?
1 low can one conduct the preliminary discussions and. especially, where?

As soon as he was appointed mediator in December 1992, Mr. Christian Bataille, Member of
Parliament, set out three objectives for himself: to open the dialogue, to circulate information
and to reach a choice.

The open nature of the process defined by the Law of 30 December 1991 was largely
perceived as innovative.

During consultations, the notion of reversible disposal appeared as a determining factor for
the credibility and the acceptance of the overall process.

Mr. Bataille appealed to local communities with area! "call for tender".

Tic received some 30 information requests (applications). Requests originating from
unsuitable geological, zones for the implementation of underground laboratories were firm)}
discarded, leaving about 10 suitable "departements". Following that first selection, the second
criterion was to seek a consensus. Depending on the "departements" concerned, the sought
agreement was strong from the very star!, in certain cases, relative in others, momentary or
partial elsewhere. The consensus was made up of composite elements, whether political,
social, economical or cultural. The mediator's conclusions and proposals were based on the
coherence of the decisions taken by local political officials and on the convergence of their
underlying statements. "Hie four ''departements" selected by the mediator submitted their
applications and had discussed the issue before agreeing to commit themselves to the
preliminary reconnaissance work. They are:

• The Card "depariemenC in southern France (clay formation);
• The Haute-Marne "department" in eastern France (clay formation of a different type);
» The Meuse "departemenf" in eastern France (clay formation of a different type):
• The Vienne "departemenf\ in western France (granitic formation).

In January 1 994, ANDRA was entrusted with the preliminary geological work in those four
departments. The .first status report was submitted in February 1995. and the fiainc-Mcinic
and Mev.se departments, due to their geological similarities, were grouped together under a
single research zone called "'the Eastern Site", located where both departemous meet.

The second, status report came in 1996, confirming the geological qualities of the three zones
selected. The government then authorised the regulatory- procedures to be launched for each
site.

The key document, called Implementation and Operation Authorisation Application
(Demande d'autorisalion d'insfallatioii e! d'exploilalion DA1E), and other associated
regulatory documents (building permit, statement of national interest) were subjected to
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public inquiries under a very specific legal framework. Those documents were submitted in
November 1996.

Public inquiries on each site lasted about two months between February and April 1997. They
led in the last quarter of that year to favourable opinions for the three sites. For each of those
public inquiries, ANDRA had to respond to more than 1,000 questions.

During the same period, the different territorial authorities also voted on the issue.

The following table shows the results at the commune level. As you can see, the consensus
observed by Mr. Bataille was reinforced during the preliminary reconnaissance work - due to
strong efforts from ANDRA - and was confirmed officially by that extremely positive debate
of the territorial communities.

Vote of
municipal
councillors
(communes)

Votes of
general
councillors
("departement
s")

Votes of
regional
councillors
(regions)

F For
A Against
N No
opinion

EAST

Meuse

30.04.97-31.05.97
F 12
A 3
N 0

27.05.97
F 29
A 2
N 0

L, 23.10.97
F 30
A 38
N 0

Prevailing vote in
bold.

Haute-Marne

24.04.97-
26.05.97

F 18
A 0
N 0

27.05.97
F 24
A 5
N 0

C-A, 24.03.97
F 27
A 20
N 0

Vienne

26.02.97-
17.04.97

F 22
A 2
N 1

Vienne,
24.02.97'

F 36
A .0
N 1
Charente,
14.04.97

F 28
A 6
N 1

P-C, 28.03.97
F 43
A 7
N 0

L Lorraine (late L-R
vote)
C-A

Gard

14.04.97-
07.05.97

F 20
A 5
N 2

Gard, 27.03.97
F 25
A 13
N 5
Vaucluse,
24.03.97

F 0
A 23
N 1

L-R, 28.03.97
F 9
A 45
N 5

PAR, 26.06.97
F 9
A 72
N 4

Languedoc/Roussillo
n

Champagne/Arde PAR
nnes Provence/Alps/Rivie
P-C Poitou/Charente ra
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Aii that technical work was accompanied by a permanent information of and control by
elected representatives and the public, as prescribed by the Law, through the local information
and follow-up committees. Each of those committees was responsible to follow the
laboratory-related activities and to inform the public by appropriate means (newspaper,
conferences, posters) on tiny issue pertaining to the project and to radioactive waste
management, in general.
8 4 The economic support

One of the recommendations of Mr. Bataille's mediation mission stated that a budget of
5 million francs should be allocated to all underground laboratory implementation projects
during the period between the launching decision for preliminary work and the Orders in
Council authorising construction. Such a measure was justified because preliminary work
does not generate local tax revenues before the laboratory is in operation.
By another way, The Underground Research Laboratory project has a National interest which
is, according to its size and its innovating nature, a non negligible factor of territory
accommodation.

The use of that financial aid contributes to local development, not only by supporting
industrial projects aiming at maintaining or developing job opportunities, but also by
improving the living and natural environments.

Moreover, for transparency's sake, those funds are managed by a specific tripartite
development convention that receives funding applications for local projects and grants
subsidies covering not more than 30% of the total cost of the projects.
s 5 Government decisions

following that regulatory procedure, the government was in a position to make a political and
social decision, based, on that political consensus and on the opinions represented by the
scientific commissions. On 9 December 1998, it decided on the mechanisms of its future
nuclear energy policy. The summary of conclusions made it clear that nuclear energy svould
continue to be the main component for national electricity supply. This choice requires a
reinforced research effort to find pending solutions in the nuclear fuel cycle and, more
particularly, in relation with waste management.

With regard to the application of the Law of 30 December 1991, the government confirmed
that work would continue to be spread equally among the three research venues.

Research on transmutation would continue, especially on hybrid-reactor systems. It was also
decided to preserve the technological expertise gained on fast neutrons by using the Phe'nix
reactor. With regard to research on waste storage in subsurface facilities, the government
commissioned the CEA to investigate some technical aspects in order to select a site.

Concerning ANDRA, the government decided to authorise the construction, and operation of
two underground laboratories, situated in clay and granite formations, respectively.

The first site is located in a clay formation in eastern France, while the second laboratory will
be excavated in a granitic formation yet to be determined. The Vienne site was abandoned due
to the complexities of its granite, and ANDRA is now looking for a new site. Investigations
started at the beginning of 1999.
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The government therefore agrees to conduct extensive research on deep underground disposal
in laboratories and to consider disposal scenarios for both long-lived ILW and HLW, given
the fact that transmutation can only reduce the toxicity of long-lived waste (TRU and HLW),
but not eliminate it completely. Experiments to be conducted in laboratories will allow to
study interactions between the waste and the host rock in conditions similar to those found in
real repositories. Finally, laboratories should help define disposal conditions adapted to the
principle of reversibility and to its demonstration.

Those are specific site-qualification laboratories: if the government and Parliament decide in
2006 to go ahead with the project, a repository could be built in the immediate vicinity of the
laboratory that served to establish the geological quality of the site and to develop the
reversible-disposal concepts to be implemented.

• 6 Decrees

On 3 August 1999, the French government signed three Decrees in Council for the
continuation of feasibility studies concerning a radioactive-waste repository in deep
geological formations. More particularly, those Decrees authorise construction work to begin
in the clay formation of the Bure site, selected by ANDRA in the Meuse department in
Eastern France for the implementation of an underground laboratory.

At an interdepartmental meeting on 9 December 1998, the government had decided to
authorise the construction of two underground research laboratories:

- The first, in the clay formation of the Bure site, straddling the Haute-Marne and Meuse
departments, in Eastern France;

- The second, in a granitic formation on a site yet to be determined.

The Decrees, published on 6 August 1999, authorise the actual launching of the different
actions involved.

One of the published decrees authorises ANDRA to build and operate an underground
research laboratory on the Bure site, at a depth of 500 metres in a clay formation of the Paris
Basin. That decree should allow ANDRA not only to conduct geophysical work on the site
before the end of this year, but also to begin sinking the main shaft and conducting other
experiments during the second half of 2000. Besides improving geological knowledge, the
main research themes of the laboratory will be the mechanical, hydraulic, thermal and
chemical behaviours of the rock as well as reversible disposal.

A similar decree authorises the appointment of a Local Information and Oversight Committee
to be chaired by the Prefect of the Meuse department. That committee shall be responsible for
ensuring that all information concerning the evolution of the project may be addressed. In
particular, it shall be entitled to commission hearings or independent audits by certified
laboratories. Furthermore, its members shall be granted full access at all times to the
installations of the underground laboratory.

The third decree authorises the creation of a collegial consultation mission, consisting of three
members, to undertake the prerequisite consultation process leading to the selection of one or
several granitic sites where preliminary work could be carried out before the construction of
an underground laboratory.

©ANDRA 2000
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The mission is expected to meet especially with elected officials, associations and
communities concerned. As a prerequisite to that mission, the government commissioned
AN DR. A to select 15 to 20 potential granitic sites where a laboratory couid be implemented
iaier. provided that the reconnaissance work carried out from the surface confirmed their
relevance. 1 he collegia! consultation mission should start its activities in the coming months,
as soon as its members are appointed by the government.

All ihose decisions come within the scope of the Law of 30 December 1991 concerning the
management of radioactive waste, which prescribes a research period of ]> years on different
possible solutions and Parliament's assessment of the final results by 2006 at the latest.
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NEGOTIATOR'S MISSION
Result

VD

••January 1994

ANDRA is requested to undertake two-year series
of preliminary geological surveys
in 4 «Departements» (Counties).
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PUBLIC INTEREST GROUP

Established by the waste act of 30 December 1991

To manage local resources and to undertake companion
activities

> Includes the Government and the licence holder, the
region and the administrative department where the
main access shafts are located, the communes situated
less than 10 km around, and local co-operatives created
for the promotion of the economic development of the
area
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STATUS OF THE FRENCH URL PROJECTS

ON

SITE

EAST

GARD

VIENNE

TECHNICAL REVIEW
BY PERMANENT
EXPERT GROUP

POSITIVE ANSWER

POSITIVE ANSWER

POSITIVE ANSWER

PUBLIC INQUIRIES

POSITIVE

POSITIVE

POSITIVE

COMMUNITY
VOTES

YES : 30
NO: 3
NO POSITION : 0

YES : 20
NO: 5
NO POSITION : 2

YES : 22
NO: 2
NO POSITION : 0
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East site
location

BREST

Scale:
0 kir 1 &3 km 200 km

BORDEAUX

PARIS STRASBOURG

•

MARSEILLE
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ON

Underground Laboratory Timetable
• 1993 Mediation mission entrusted to a Member of French Parliament,

Three sites selected among 30 candidates: 2 in CLAY,
1 in GRANITE,

•1994-96 Preliminary site studies,

• 1996 Request for underground laboratories building and operation,

• 1997 Public inquiries and hearings. All in favor of the three laboratories,

•1998 Government decisions,

• 1999 Starting up of the construction of the laboratory in Meuse

«region» and investigations for a new granitic site,

•2001-2006 Experiments in situ,

• 2006 Debate at the Parliement, Decision of the government -

New law to be issued,

©ANDRA 3 February 2000
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Centre de I'Aube 1998 figures
Environmental monitoring

O 16 991 analyses (Air, water, vegetation, milk...)

Economical benefit

O 11.5 M US $ put in orders (62% put in local companies)

Employement

O 70% of Aube employees are local people

Communication

O 8 192 visitors at the facility
(including 3 000 visits at the visitors center)
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